User Guide for connecting to SSID

VSU-Student WiFi on iPhone

- Click on VSU-Student WiFi
- You will be redirected to a login page which looks like below, if you are not redirected automatically or if the internet does not work for you then open a browser and open this website neverssl.com and you will be redirected. Step by step process is shown below.
Once login is complete you will not be asked to login again for 15 days and you will connect automatically.
VSU-STUDENT on MacBook, iPad, Windows and Android

You might get redirected to the login page automatically, if not follow the same procedure to login. The login page will look little different but process is same. For e.g. here is a page from an iPad

VSU-IOT WiFi

1. Click on VSU-IOT.
2. You will be promoted for a password.
3. Enter the password provided by your IT team.
4. Once logged in you will have internet access.

VSU-Guest WiFi

1. You don’t need to do anything for VSU-Guest, just click on WiFi and it will connect you, however you will get limited access on Guest since its meant for Guest not students.

AirEnvision WiFi

Any personal device will not be able to connect to AirEnvision, in order to connect to AirEnvision following three conditions must be met. If you do not meet these criteria then you should not attempt to connect to AirEnvision.

1. You must have a VSU issues Windows device which is part of domain.
2. Your computer must be part of a specific computer group.
3. Your machine supplicant must be configured for 802.1X authentication by Windows administrator.